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Abstract. The Parallel Offline Radiative Transfer (PORT)
model is a stand-alone tool, driven by model-generated
datasets, that can be used for any radiation calculation that
the underlying radiative transfer schemes can perform, such
as diagnosing radiative forcing. In its present distribution,
PORT isolates the radiation code from the Community At-
mosphere Model (CAM4) in the Community Earth Sys-
tem Model (CESM1). The current configuration focuses
on CAM4 radiation with the constituents as represented in
present-day conditions in CESM1, along with their opti-
cal properties. PORT includes an implementation of strato-
spheric temperature adjustment under the assumption of
fixed dynamical heating, which is necessary to compute ra-
diative forcing in addition to the more straightforward in-
stantaneous radiative forcing. PORT can be extended to
use radiative constituent distributions from other models or
model simulations. Ultimately, PORT can be used with var-
ious radiative transfer models. As illustrations of the use
of PORT, we perform the computation of radiative forcing
from doubling of carbon dioxide, from the change of tropo-
spheric ozone concentration from the year 1850 to 2000, and
from present-day aerosols. The radiative forcing from tropo-
spheric ozone (with respect to 1850) generated by a collec-
tion of model simulations under the Atmospheric Chemistry
and Climate Model Intercomparison Project is found to be
0.34 (with an intermodel standard deviation of 0.07) W m−2.
Present-day aerosol direct forcing (relative to no aerosols) is
found to be−1.3 W m−2.

1 Introduction

In the IPCC Third Assessment Report,Ramaswamy et al.
(2001) defined radiative forcing (RF): “The radiative forcing
of the surface-troposphere system due to the perturbation in
or the introduction of an agent (say, a change in greenhouse
gas concentrations) is the change in net (down minus up) ir-
radiance (solar plus long-wave; in W m−2) at the tropopause
after allowing for stratospheric temperatures to readjust to
radiative equilibrium, but with surface and tropospheric tem-
peratures and state held fixed at the unperturbed values”. This
definition of radiative forcing includes the stratospheric tem-
perature adjustment under the assumption of fixed dynamical
heating (FDH) as discussed inKiehl and Boville(1988) and
Fels et al.(1980). Radiative forcing is distinguished from in-
stantaneous radiative forcing, in which the stratospheric tem-
peratures are not allowed to readjust to radiative equilibrium.

The Community Earth System Model (CESM1) with the
Community Atmosphere Model version 4 (CAM4,Gent
et al., 2011) uses a radiation parameterization developed by
Briegleb (1992), Collins (1998), andCollins et al.(2002).
The CAM4 radiation parameterization computes the scatter-
ing and absorption of shortwave (solar) radiation by the at-
mosphere and surface, as well as the absorption and emis-
sion of longwave radiation by the atmosphere and surface.
This parameterization applies to atmospheres from the sur-
face to about 1 mb (this upper limit is due to the lack of
non-local thermal equilibrium parameterization and addi-
tional absorption). The shortwave radiative transfer solver as-
sumes plane parallel composition and is a 2-stream method.
The longwave radiative transfer is an absorption-emission
computation with no scattering. The radiation parameter-
ization includes optical effects of water vapor, methane,
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470 A. J. Conley et al.: PORT, a CESM tool

ozone, halocarbons, sulfuric acid aerosols, ammonium sul-
fate aerosols, dust aerosols, carbonaceous aerosols, sea salt
aerosols, nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide, water and ice clouds,
and molecular oxygen. Aerosols implemented in the Parallel
Offline Radiative Transfer (PORT) tool are identical to those
implemented in CAM4. In the longwave there are 7 bands
and in the shortwave there are 19 bands. PORT also includes
optical characterizations of the surface and time-dependent
spectral characteristics of the solar irradiance, including so-
lar cycle variability and sun–earth geometry. The methods
can be expanded to implement any constituent for which the
user can construct and include appropriate optics.

The definition of radiative forcing requires the computa-
tion of radiative transfer with fixed surface and tropospheric
states. An offline radiation code is therefore an ideal tool to
implement this definition, as long as we have demonstrated
that no significant biases are introduced by using limited time
sampling. An offline model also allows for testing of (1) dif-
ferent radiative transfer methods, (2) alternate optical charac-
terization of aerosol and cloud optics, (3) sensitivity to spa-
tial distributions of chemical species, (4) sensitivity to solar
irradiance, (5) surface radiative characterizations, and (6) the
role of specific distributions of constituents (from observa-
tions or other models without the effects of atmospheric and
surface responses.

PORT is distributed with CESM1. PORT isolates the
radiation computation in CESM1/CAM4 so that radia-
tive fluxes and heating rates can be computed without
feedbacks on surface, subsurface, and atmospheric states.
PORT has been used extensively with CAM4-generated data
(Lamarque et al., 2011; Meehl et al., 2012; Shindell et al.,
2013; Stevenson et al., 2013). Extensions for use with up-
dated physics (CAM5) and radiation (RRTMG,Clough et al.,
2005; Iacono et al., 2008) are ongoing. From CESM1, PORT
inherits the parallel processing capabilities and data ingest
and export methods. It also inherits the namelist specifi-
cations and netcdf file types. Users of CAM should there-
fore find most aspects of running PORT familiar. This paper
describes PORT’s implementation of both instantaneous ra-
diative forcing and radiative forcing including stratospheric
temperature adjustment.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present
specific details of PORT, including the implementation of the
stratospheric temperature adjustment under fixed dynamical
heating assumption and application to the doubling of CO2
(from 380 ppbv to 760 ppbv). Section 3 discusses the error
associated with sub-sampling in time. The basic methodol-
ogy for computing radiative forcings is described in Sect. 4.
Section 5 discusses results from the computation of the ra-
diative forcing due to the ozone changes from 1850 to 2000.
Section 6 discusses the importance of the base state on
aerosol radiative forcing. Discussion and conclusions follow.

Table 1. Global annual average instantaneous radiative forcing (in
W m−2) due to doubling CO2 when computed with every time sam-
ple and with every 73rd time sample. Errors due to sub-sampling are
small for both longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) at both the sur-
face and top.

Every sample Every 73rd sample

LW Top 2.53904 2.53916
SW Top −0.01718 −0.01718
LW Surface 1.38071 1.38092
SW Surface −0.04832 −0.04843

2 Implementation of radiative forcing, including
stratospheric temperature adjustment

As defined in the Introduction, computing an instantaneous
radiative forcing requires running PORT on two different at-
mospheric compositions (keeping the thermodynamic spec-
ifications the same) and then differencing the net radiative
fluxes as illustrated in Fig.1. The instantaneous radiative flux
is typically reported at the top of the atmosphere, top of the
atmospheric model, tropopause or at the surface. For all cal-
culations below, the reference state (cam4base.nc) is a col-
lection of time samples of CAM4 atmospheric states and ra-
diative fluxes from a 16-month (1 September to 31 December
of the following year) present-day simulation of CAM4 with
a carbon dioxide volume mixing ratio of 380 ppbv. We first
checked that the calculation using PORT led to bit-for-bit
identical results to the CAM4 simulation. We then doubled
the carbon dioxide (as illustrated in Fig.1) and ran PORT.
Differencing the net fluxes at the top and surface gave us the
instantaneous radiative forcings listed in Table1. Sampling
issues are discussed in Sect.3.

The calculation of radiative forcing is more complicated
than the calculation of instantaneous radiative forcing. The
complication arises from the inclusion of the effect of strato-
spheric temperature adjustment. PORT implements radiative
forcing similarly toKiehl and Boville(1988) andFels et al.
(1980). In the definition of radiative forcing inRamaswamy
et al. (2001), the stratospheric temperatures are allowed to
adjust to radiative equilibrium in the forced system above the
tropopause, under the assumption that the dynamical heat-
ing of the stratosphere does not change. PORT prognoses the
stratospheric temperature adjustment at every time step by
using an explicit Euler method as discussed below.

The total heating,H , above the tropopause is assumed to
be the sum of radiative heating,Q, and dynamical heating,
D, whereT is the temperature andC is the atmospheric com-
position.

H(T ,C) = Q(T,C) + D(T ,C) (1)

The radiative heating rate,Q(T,C), is the total of the
shortwave and longwave heating at atmospheric tempera-
ture, T , by an atmosphere with composition,C. Under the
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Reference'
Overwrite'target'
field'(e.g.'ozone)'
in'cam4_base.nc'

Run'PORT'with'
or'without'FDH'

Compute'annual/
global'mean'of'fluxes'

(e.g.'FLNT)'
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Overwrite'target'
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between'reference'and'perturbaJon'

(Step'1)' (Step'2)' (Step'3)'

Fig. 1. Typical usage of PORT to compute radiative forcing. PORT uses the file cam4base.nc that contains all fields needed to perform
radiative computations with the CAM-RT radiative transfer scheme; these fields were generated by a present-day simulation with CESM1
and output every 73 time steps. This file therefore contains fields such temperature, humidity, clouds, albedo, aerosols, and ozone. In the
reference case (top row), the file cam4base.nc is used as such. In the perturbation case (bottom row), a specific field (for example tropospheric
ozone for the year 1850) is replaced in cam4base.nc (step 1). The two radiative calculations using PORT are therefore performed using those
two separate files (step 2). The differencing of the radiation calculation results (step 3) leads to the estimate of the radiative forcing associated
with the tropospheric ozone change. If users were interested in using PORT to compute ozone forcing for their model, they would replace
the ozone field in the cam4base.nc used for the reference case with their simulated 2000 ozone field, and replace the ozone field in the
cam4base.nc used for the perturbation case with their simulated 1850 ozone field. Steps 2 and 3 would then follow as indicated in Fig1.

assumption of fixed dynamical heating, when the perturbed
composition isCp and the consequent adjusted temperature
in the stratosphere isTp, the dynamical heating is assumed to
be unchanged,D(T ,C) = D(Tp,Cp), but the radiative heat-
ing rates,Q(Tp,Cp), and total heating rates,H(Tp,Cp), in
the forced system change.

H(Tp,Cp) = Q(Tp,Cp) + D(T ,C) (2)

The time evolution of the temperature in the unperturbed
and perturbed system is given by the equations

dT

dt
= H(T ,C) = Q(T,C) + D(T ,C), (3)

dTp

dt
= H(Tp,Cp) = Q(Tp,Cp) + D(T ,C). (4)

Differencing Eqs. (3) and (4) leads to the resulting prog-
nostic equations for stratospheric temperature adjustment,
Tsa= T − Tp, in the forced system,

dTsa

dt
= H(T ,C) − H(Tp,Cp) (5)

= Q(T,C) − Q(Tp,Cp). (6)

The temperature adjustment is only computed above the
tropopause. The tropopause is defined as the WMO lapse rate
tropopause and is found using the technique ofReichler et al.
(2003). This technique compensates for the coarse vertical
resolution present in many GCMs. Other definitions of the
troposphere can be implemented by way of the namelist.

Specifically, in our definition of stratospheric temperature
adjustment, we define a mask,M, which is 1 for all verti-
cal levels for which the midpoint pressure is less than the
tropopause pressure and 0 elsewhere, and the diagnosis of
the tropopause is based on the unadjusted temperature. The
mask,M, can be a function of time, latitude, longitude, and
altitude. In the case of doubling carbon dioxide, the strato-
spheric temperatures cool as can be seen in Fig.2. As a re-
sult of the fixed dynamical heating assumption, the change
in stratospheric heating (due to doubling of the carbon diox-
ide and the stratospheric temperature adjustment) has been
driven close to zero, but the tropospheric heating rates change
as can be seen in Fig.3.

dTsa

dt
= M · (Q(T ,C) − Q(T − M · Tsa,Cp)) (7)

Equation (7) is solved using the Euler time step method.
The adjustment to the stratospheric temperature in the tropics
(−20◦ to 20◦) equilibrates over a period of about 2–3 months
as can be seen in Fig.2. Running the model for 4 months
prior to the 12-month period of the average is recommended,
so that the stratospheric temperatures are in steady state be-
fore the time for a full-year (1 January–31 December) com-
putation begins.

3 Errors from time sub-sampling

Typically, radiative forcing is reported as an annual global
average value. Computing the radiation for every CAM4 time
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Fig. 2. Tropical (−20◦ to 20◦) average stratospheric temperature
adjustment due to doubling CO2 as a function of time. The temper-
ature adjustment seems to be complete 2 to 3 months after the be-
ginning of the calculations (1 September). The average tropopause
height is indicated with a dashed blue-grey line. Temperature cor-
rections sometimes appear beneath the average tropopause height
due to detection of tropopause heights lower than the average
tropopause height.

step (30 min) with an offline model requires the specification
of the atmosphere, surface, solar spectrum, and earth–sun ge-
ometry at that frequency, leading to a data storage of nearly
1.3 TB.

After numerous tests, we have settled on sub-sampling the
CAM4 model every 73 time steps (1.5 days plus 1 time step).
This choice balances a number of different concerns: in par-
ticular, having a reasonable file size (18 GB), evenly sam-
pling all seasons, evenly dividing the number of model time
steps in a year, and most importantly sampling numerous so-
lar angles of the direct beam at the surface.

This choice leads to a sub-sampling relative error in net
fluxes of less than 0.1 %, as seen in Table1. The sub-
sampling error in the net longwave flux correction due to the
stratospheric temperature adjustment is also less than 0.01 %
as seen in Fig.4. Analysis of aerosol forcing (see Sect.6)
indicates the low biases associated with our chosen 73-step
sampling.

Less frequent output leads to increasing deterioration of
the PORT results against high-frequency output. However,
as coupling between systems (such as cloud–aerosol interac-
tions) leads to higher correlation between forcing agents and
model state (water vapor or clouds) the errors associated with
sub-sampling will need to be re-evaluated.

Change in heating rates due to doubling CO2

Fig. 3. Change in total (shortwave plus longwave) instantaneous
annual average zonal radiative heating rate due to doubling CO2
(K day−1). Fixed dynamical heating was assumed in the strato-
sphere. Note that the predominant changes in radiative heating are
in the lower troposphere.

Fig. 4. Plot of the error in net longwave flux at the tropopause due
to time sub-sampling as a function of latitude and days. When CO2
is doubled, the temperatures in the stratosphere relax over a period
of 2 to 3 months. The difference between the net longwave flux
due to sampling every time step and every 73rd time step in zonal
average net flux at the tropopause is less than 0.006 W m−2 during
this relaxation period.

4 Basic usage of PORT

A radiative forcing calculation is the difference in radiative
fluxes due to a change in atmospheric composition. Figure1
shows the steps required to perform a radiative forcing cal-
culation using PORT. Here we describe in more details those
specific steps:

1. Sample the baseline atmospheric and surface states
from a run of CAM4 simulation (at least 1 September–
31 December of the following year is needed if FDH
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Table 2. Radiative forcing due to changes in ozone between the year 1850 and 2000 in the troposphere, stratosphere, and total (combined
stratosphere and troposphere) when analyzed with PORT using fixed dynamical heating. Radiative forcing is the sum of the longwave (LW)
and shortwave (SW). SeeLamarque et al.(2013) for a discussion of the simulation protocol and models used.

Troposphere Stratosphere Total

RF = LW + SW SW LW SW LW SW LW

CESM-CAM-Superfast 0.09 0.32 0.20 −0.23 0.29 0.09
CMAM 0.08 0.23 0.09 −0.10 0.16 0.13
GEOSCCM 0.09 0.28 0.10 −0.11 0.19 0.16
GFDL-AM3 0.10 0.30 0.07 −0.07 0.17 0.23
GISS-E2-R 0.08 0.22 0.10 −0.23 0.18 −0.01
HadGEM2 0.07 0.21 0.19 −0.24 0.26 −0.06
LMDzORINCA 0.09 0.26 −0.01 0.02 0.08 0.27
MIROC-CHEM 0.09 0.29 0.09 −0.08 0.18 0.20
MOCAGE 0.04 0.16 0.46 −0.79 0.50 −0.64
NCAR-CAM3.5 0.10 0.32 0.11 −0.08 0.20 0.24
UM-CAM 0.09 0.27 0.14 −0.20 0.22 0.05

Multi-model
mean 0.08 0.26 0.14 −0.19 0.22 0.06
σ 0.02 0.05 0.12 0.21 0.11 0.25

is being used). Creating the samples requires adding
three CAM namelist options specifying (1) that the data
should be output, (2) in which history file to place the
data, and (3) to place instantaneous samples in that file.
Alternately, the user may wish to simply use the base-
line state samples (cam4base.nc) that are distributed
with the code. These baseline state samples include
fields from 16 months of a present-day simulation us-
ing CAM4.

2. Create two files (each based on cam4base.nc or equiv-
alent) to be processed by PORT. The files should only
differ in the composition for which the forcing is to be
computed. For example one may wish to create a file
containing ozone from 1850 by overwriting the ozone
levels in the baseline file with values appropriate to
1850. Similarly, create a second file containing ozone
concentrations appropriate for 2100. The file for 1850
and the file for 2100 should be identical except for the
ozone concentrations, if only computing an ozone forc-
ing.

3. Build and compile PORT using the CESM configura-
tion tool; this simply requires adding a specific config-
uration flag. Run PORT twice, once for each file from
the second step. Running PORT requires (1) specifying
the file containing samples of the atmosphere and sur-
face (created in the second step) and (2) specifying the
case name for the output results. The user may use the
namelist to output additional radiation diagnostics, such
as heating rates for clear sky, or fluxes at the surface or
tropopause.

4. Radiative forcing is the difference between fluxes com-
puted in the third step as seen in Fig. (1).

Computational time and disk space can be a concern for
some wanting to run PORT. PORT can be run on a typical
Linux cluster. As an example, using the distribution baseline
data (cam4base.nc), sampled from an atmosphere simula-
tion with 26 vertical levels (up to 2.3 hPa) and horizontal grid
(1.9◦

× 2.5◦) every 73rd time step, leads to 17 520 columns
for each of 240 time samples from the year (about 17 GB).
PORT, when compiled using the Portland Group fortran
compiler, processes this 16-month data slice in 28 min on
8 Intel Xeon processors running at 2.67 GHz. Note that a typ-
ical PORT run will require processing 2 files of 16 months if
stratospheric temperature adjustments (FDH) are included in
the radiative forcing.

5 Application: ozone radiative forcing

As an application, we compute here tropospheric and strato-
spheric ozone (separately or together) radiative forcing cal-
culations based on the recent Atmospheric Chemistry and
Climate Model Intercomparison (ACCMIP;Lamarque et al.,
2013) model simulations for 1850 and 2000.

From those simulations, we extract from each model the
monthly ozone distribution averaged over the period of sim-
ulation (which ranges between 1 and 10 yr). These files are
then interpolated to the vertical (26 levels up to 2.3 hPa) and
horizontal grid (1.9× 2.5◦) used in the distributed base state
file, cam4base.nc. Using those interpolated monthly fields,
we overwrite the tropospheric, stratospheric or total ozone
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at each corresponding month in the cam4base.nc file, doing
this separately for each model.

Note that in the present calculations, the tropopause is de-
fined by the 150 ppbv ozone distribution in the 1850 sim-
ulation (following Young et al., 2013). Also, the monthly
average field is used for all timestamps contained in the
respective month (i.e. no time interpolation on the ozone
field is performed). In this computation there are therefore
(11 models)× (2 timeslices, one for each year, 1850 and
2000)× (3 targets)= 66 PORT simulations. The 3 targets
are troposperic, stratospheric, and combined forcings. In all
these calculations, we included the stratospheric temperature
adjustment (FDH) to compute the radiative forcing.

Then, for each PORT simulation, we compute the an-
nual/global average fluxes at the top of the model for short-
wave and longwave fluxes (labeled in the netcdf output files
as FLNT and FSNT, respectively). The difference for each
model of the 2000 fluxes with the 1850 fluxes leads to the
results listed in Table2.

We find that, similar to results published inRamaswamy
et al. (2001), the multi-model mean tropospheric ozone RF
(shortwave and longwave combined) is 0.34 W m−2 and the
stratospheric ozone RF is−0.05 W m−2. Interestingly, we
also find that the RF from ozone over the entire column is
very close to the sum of the tropospheric and stratospheric
contributions, indicating the overall linearity of the perturba-
tions discussed in this calculation.

Stevenson et al.(2013) provide an extensive comparison
of tropospheric ozone radiative forcings as computed using
PORT or the Edwards–Slingo radiative transfer method (Ed-
wards et al., 1996). They found that, for the same collec-
tion of 8 different model ozone distributions, the stratospher-
ically adjusted net (shortwave + longwave) radiative forcing
is 344± 66 mW m−2 for PORT and 361± 68 mW m−2 for
Edwards–Slingo. As both approaches lead to similar results,
this confirms the usability of PORT as a tool for radiative
forcing calculations, instantaneous or stratospherically ad-
justed.

6 Sensitivity of aerosol radiative forcing to climate state

Because of the importance of the hydrologic cycle in defining
the distribution of aerosols, it can be expected that the aerosol
and microphysical states may be correlated with clouds and
water vapor. This correlation could lead to errors in esti-
mates of the radiative forcing, especially when coupled with
the time sampling strategy defined here. Since aerosols in
CCSM4 are implemented as a time series of monthly av-
erage mean values (Gent et al., 2011; Meehl et al., 2012),
we must test the sensitivity of aerosol radiative forcing to
the underlying climate. For that purpose, we sampled CAM
model states for 4 yr and computed the present-day radia-
tive forcing of aerosols relative to no aerosols. Looking at
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1
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Fig. 5. Net shortwave forcing in W m−2 of year 2000 aerosols at
the tropopause relative to no aerosols for climate states of 4 differ-
ent years. Aerosols in CAM4 are specified as monthly average val-
ues. Forcing varies between years due to variations in climate states
such as water vapor, cloud cover, and land surface albedo. While
these variations lead to small variation in forcing in the model, cou-
pling of aerosols with (for example) cloud formation or wet removal
could require re-examination of the errors associated with sampling
of aerosol and climate states.

annual averages as shown in Fig.5, we find that the max-
imum deviation at any latitude from the 4 yr zonal average
is less than 0.08 W m−2. This is in comparison to the global
average forcing of−1.3 W m−2. The global average forcing
from any year is less than 0.003 W m−2 different from the
4 yr mean. These diagnostics therefore indicate that we find
little dependance of the radiative base state to the underlying
climate state. As models advance to include more direct cou-
pling between chemistry and climate (and more specifically
through cloud–aerosol interactions), the sensitivity of PORT
to the correlations between chemical state and climate might
need to be re-evaluated.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have documented the implementation of
an offline radiative transfer tool based on CESM1, PORT.
In particular, PORT can take advantage of the paralleliza-
tion inherent in CESM. PORT isolates the radiation code
from CESM1 and provides a method for computing radia-
tive fluxes and heating rates. With its representation of strato-
spheric temperature adjustment under fixed dynamical heat-
ing, PORT can be used for both radiative forcing and instan-
taneous radiative forcing. We have demonstrated the perfor-
mance of PORT as compared to previous studies on dou-
bling of CO2 and ozone change from the pre-industrial pe-
riod (1850) to the present day (2000). We find that the
ozone change agrees well with the published estimates of
Ramaswamy et al.(2001) and of Stevenson et al. (2012), the
latter using similar ozone distributions but different radiative
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transfer schemes than the radiation transfer scheme discussed
here.

In order to limit the size of the files containing the neces-
sary fields to perform radiative calculations, sub-sampling in
time is necessary. We have found that sampling the model
fields with a frequency of 73 time steps (of 30 min) pro-
vide the necessary precision and therefore sampling of so-
lar zenith angles to limit errors. In addition, we have quanti-
fied the importance of base state variability on aerosol forc-
ing. We have found that interannual variability in the base
state led to small differences, regionally and globally. Over-
all, running PORT on a temporal sub-sample of the original
model data leads to very similar global annual averages as
compared to an every-time-step sampling of the model data.

The source code for PORT is included in the CESM dis-
tribution releases 1.0.1 through 1.0.4 (seehttp://www.cesm.
ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/). The code for the PORT driver
is located in models/atm/cam/tools/raddriver sub-directory.
Input data is provided via a public subversion repository lo-
cated athttps://svn-ccsm-inputdata.cgd.ucar.edu. PORT may
use the same input data in addition to the radiation control
data that is generated by the baseline run, as described above
in Sect.4. We recommend that potential users test PORT on
their computational platform by verifying that PORT run on
the base state file (distributed with PORT) produces the same
fluxes as in the distributed file.
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